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A TALE OF THE CROWS 

Be it dusk or dawn-the things remain the same. The evil croak continued to get 

us fatigued. The ugly calls made in the evening are meant to control respective 

dwellings whereas morning calls signal going out of nests in flock. Whatever be the 

circumstances, crows flying in and out follow the same pattern. But call of crows is far 

from musical; it is hoarse and disgusting.  We are helpless. As thepeepul tree grew in 

stature, population of crows increased. Crow-droppings have increased considerably 

and we had to endure the nuisance for ages.  

Suddenly, an idea cropped up in my mind. As narrated by Sharatchandra in 

'Ramer Sumati'. Digambari uprooted the peepul tree planted by Ram and, I did also 

evolve a plan to cut down the tree. l arranged few labourers without consulting anybody. 

My grandmother liked the presence of crows and hence I decided to get rid of the tree, 

No peepul tree and no crow either. By the noon, the tree was felled. Grandmother's 

appeals hit a dead wall.  

The crows returned to the spot as per schedule but they were perplexed at the 

the absence of the tree. They roamed around the felled trunk and the mutilated 

branches of the tree. They yelled but the call was unlike the calls made in the morning 

or evening. They are not croaking now. They are crying. In the dusk they found 

themselves homeless and like refugees they are crying incessantly.  

 (Translated by Sri ApurbaGhosh, Jalpaiguri, West Bengal from Bengali in original) 


